Maybe you thought modern luxury holidays weren’t for kids.
Think again.
For our younger “foodies” we offer a variety of complimentary, culinary experiences geared toward the
particular tastes of these up-and-coming gourmets, including Cupcake Decorating Classes, Future Chefs
Hands-On Classes (including lunch), and Pizza Making Classes. Plus, we offer Back of the House Tours that
give kids an exclusive insight into how the chefs work their magic in providing delicious, made-from-scratch
meals for the entire ship every day and night.
For our avid “gamers” they’ll be plugged-in to experiences using the latest gadgets, games, and devices. Start
with our Xbox partnership. We’ve outfitted our ships with dedicated Xbox stations and mobile consoles to
feature one of the largest game and entertainment experiences at sea. Whether there’s a tournament or gaming
theme night, there’s something for everyone—from our youngest gamer to our most savvy teens.
For our budding “directors” we have the coolest video project afloat—we call it iTake.
First, our visionaries create a storyboard for their videos. Then, armed with GoPro Hero 3 high definition, wideangle video cameras (used to film extreme sports and other cool events), they’ll head out to get the shots they
planned—even if they’re underwater! After the filming is through, they’ll learn how to edit their videos in our
SM
cyber chic Celebrity iLounge to create amazing vacation videos.
For our budding “music mixologists” we have exactly what any aspiring DJ could want—a complimentary
program we call Celebrity’s DJU. With Scratch DJ Academy® classes taught by seasoned DJ personalities, our
teens will learn how to DJ on cutting edge equipment through a series of hands-on sessions. All this excitement
leads up to a rocking graduation celebration where our newly taught DJs impress the celebrity DJ by creating
their own mixes. They’ll also receive cool giveaways—including a certificate of graduation, DJ dog tags, and a
Scratch DJ Academy T-shirt.
For our “wellness warriors” they’ll have every opportunity to keep fit thanks to our partnership with Zumba®
Fitness. They’ll enjoy jumping in to Zumbatomic® (exhilarating fitness classes geared toward teens), keeping
up with the Zumba Xbox game, and joining in Zumba theme nights. Or they can try Fitness Frenzy boot camp
classes available for teens looking for a great workout from head to toe. And, our fitness fans 16 years and
older can utilize our state-of-the-art Fitness Centre to keep in peak shape.
For our new-fashioned “spa enthusiasts” there’s Zspa, where they’ll have every opportunity to satisfy their love
of downtime and soothe their senses. ZSpa features treatments geared specifically for the Z generation,
including Fabulously Fruity or Acne Attack Facials and Surfer’s Scrub exfoliating body treatment. We’ve even
built in the opportunity for a little parental unwinding (and bonding) by adding Mother/Daughter and Father/Son
massages to the menu. And for the beauty scene, there’s Magical Manicures, SoleMate pedicures, and Truth or
Hair styling sessions with our salon pros.
For our in-training “sports fans” there’s a wide variety of activities to sharpen their reflexes, build their skills, and
get them ever closer to competition-ready status. They’ll stay at the top of their game at the Sports Court and
the Lawn Club and can participate in free play and organized activities and tournaments, where our athletes can
shoot hoops; kick (or block) goals; dodge balls; swing the mallet; bowl on the green; bump, set, and spike in the
pool, and so much more.

